At St Leonards Primary School we Accept The Challenge by being Safe, Respectful and Responsible
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-We use good manners
-We listen actively when others
speak
-We are kind and cooperative to
others
-We share and take turns
-We allow others to learn
-We look after our own and other
peoples property
-We walk around school
-We clean up after ourselves and put
rubbish in the bin
-We keep our hands to ourselves
-We are quiet when passing other
classes
-We keep our
lockers/bags/tubs/tables clean
-We complete our work on time
-We bring back notes and diaries on
time
-We complete homework on time
-We use the toilets properly
-We ask the teacher for help when
we need it
-We get a teacher when there is a
problem

-We respect personal space of
others
-We use appropriate language
-We keep our school clean
-We look after school equipment
and return it
-We share and take turns
-We only eat our own food
-We include others

-We arrive on time
-We wear school uniform
-We listen attentively
-We use manners
-We show sportsmanship

-We share equipment
-We take care of equipment
-We keep our details and others
private
-We get permission before we
post things online
-We only say things online that
we would say out loud in front of
our teachers and class
-We follow the ICT agreement
rules
-We are smart safe and
responsible online

-We return sport equipment
-When the music plays we line up
-We think before we act
-We get a teacher when there is a
problem
-We put our rubbish in the bin

-We listen and follow instructions
-We stay with our teachers
-We Arrive on time
-We bring back notes on time

-We take care of equipment
-We keep details private
-We shut down our computers
properly
-We are using computers/ipads
for learning
-We only use our own login

-We walk
-We carry things the right way
-We look where we are going
-We ask the teacher if we need to
leave the room
-We sit on our seats properly

-We use equipment the right way
-We stay in the school boundary
-We leave rocks/sticks on ground
-We look out for one another
-We get teacher if there is a
problem
-We play where we can be seen
-We move around safely

-We stay with an adult
-We know where our group is at
all times
-We cross roads with an adult
-We listen to instructions
-We follow game rules

-We only talk to people we know
online
-We report anything that makes
us feel uncomfortable
-We keep our personal
information private

